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Invvestors Representing Over $1 Billlion Ask CO
ONSOL to
Add
dress Riskss of “Carbo
on Bubble””
Firsst‐of‐Its‐Kind
d Sharehold
der Resolutioon Flags Pottential Thatt
Majority of
o CONSOL Reserves
R
Maay Be Unburrnable
ng with the announcemen
nt that our atm
mosphere hass passed the long‐feared m
milestone
Coincidin
of 400 paarts per millio
on of carbon dioxide, results from a lanndmark shareh
holder resoluttion on the
“carbon bubble”
b
were released
r
today.. Investors hold
ding $1.2 billionn in CONSOL Energy, or 20% of voting
shares, assked the utilitty to address the likelihoo
od that more tthan 2/3 of itss proven fossiil fuel
reserves may be unbu
urnable due to
o more stringe
ent carbon reguulations, creating the poten
ntial for
stranded
d fossil fuel asssets and a siggnificant loss in company vvalue.
“The global overvaluaation of fossil fuel‐based energy compaanies creates the risk of a ‘‘carbon
t
is estimaated to be an order of maggnitude largerr than the ho
ousing bubblee that
bubble’ that
devastatted the U.S. economy,”
e
saiid Danielle Fu
ugere, Presideent and Chieff Counsel of A
As You Sow,
lead filerr of the resolu
ution. “This vote undersco
ores that sharreholders are becoming increasingly
jittery ab
bout the finan
ncial risks clim
mate change poses
p
to unp repared companies. They are
demanding to be fullyy informed off how, or if, th
heir companyy is respondin
ng,” Fugere co
ontinued.
CONSOL Energy is one
e of the natio
on’s largest prroducers of c oal from underground min
nes with 4.5
billion to
ons of proven reserves. A large portion of the value oof energy com
mpanies like C
CONSOL is
based on
n the compan
ny’s proven fo
ossil fuel reserves, with thee assumption
n that all such
h reserves
can be co
ommercialize
ed and burned
d without lim
mitation. This rresolution qu
uestions that assumption
and askss the companyy how it plans to mitigate risk to sharehholders.
This leve
el of shareholder support is rare for a re
esolution on a new issue aand demonstrrates
concern from large in
nstitutional investors. The vote follows tthe trend of sseveral recen
nt climate‐
focused resolutions th
hat have rece
eived strong shareholder
s
ssupport, inclu
uding a vote aat PNC
Financial asking the bank
b
to assesss and report on
o its exposu re to climate risk in its lending,
investingg, and financing activities, which received 23% or $55.4 billion of sshares.
“Overvalued fossil fue
el reserves, iff not acknowledged, could create chaoss in the globaal
marketplace,” added Andrew Behaar, CEO of As You Sow. “Ennergy companies must ackknowledge
this issue
e and give shaareholders a chance to adjjust their inveestment behaavior accordin
ngly,”
added Be
ehar.
The resolution highligghts research from the Inte
ernational Enerrgy Agency and the Carbon Tracker Instittute,
which de
emonstrate that,
t
in orderr to keep climate change bbelow 2⁰ Celsiius, the pointt at which global

governments have agreed catastrophic climate disruption will occur, 2/3 or more of current fossil fuel
reserves must remain unburned.
If this worldwide carbon budget is adhered to, fossil fuel companies will be left with stranded
assets in the form of unburnable fossil‐fuel reserves and underused infrastructure. This, in turn,
means that fossil fuel companies will be tremendously overvalued. The resulting “carbon
bubble” has the potential to wreak havoc on global markets that use coal, gas, and oil company
valuations as the bedrock upon which they are built—a foundation that we now know may have
a fault line running through it.
Votes on shareholder resolutions are not like a Presidential election where the majority wins.
These resolutions are put forward by shareholders and are intended to be a way for
shareholders to send a message to management about issues of concern.
Fugere, who presented the resolution at CONSOL’s annual shareholder meeting, has been in
dialogue with the company since the resolution was filed. Although the negotiation did not result
in a commitment by the company to act on this issue, As You Sow and CONSOL energy have agreed
to continue discussing the resolution’s request.
# # #
As You Sow is a nonprofit organization that promotes environmental and social corporate responsibility
through shareholder advocacy, coalition building, and innovative legal strategies. For more information visit
www.asyousow.org.

